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THE KAVANAUGH SMEAR AND THE FBI: A
CONNECTION?
James Kunstler is a liberal who has a site called Clusterf*** Nation. Although a
liberal, he casts a cold, intelligent eye on the follies of our time. The linked post
begins by questioning why anyone would believe Christine Ford. What follows is
an explosive theme:
I believe that the Christine Blasey Ford gambit was an extension of the sinister
activities underway since early 2016 in the Department of Justice and the FBI to
un-do the last presidential election, and that the real and truthful story about these
seditious monkeyshines is going to blow wide open.
Stunning if true.
It turns out that the Deep State is a small world. Did you know that the lawyer
sitting next to Dr. Ford in the Senate hearings, one Michael Bromwich, is also an
attorney for Andrew McCabe, the former FBI Deputy Director fired for lying to
investigators from his own agency and currently singing to a grand jury? What a
coincidence. Out of all the lawyers in the most lawyer-infested corner of the USA,
she just happened to hook up with him.
It’s a matter of record that Dr. Ford traveled to Rehobeth Beach Delaware on July
26, where her Best Friend Forever and former room-mate, Monica McLean, lives,
and that she spent the next four days there before sending a letter July 30 to
Senator Diane Feinstein that kicked off the “sexual assault” circus. Did you know
that Monica McClean was a retired FBI special agent, and that she worked in the
US Attorney’s office for the Southern District of New York under Preet Bharara,
who had earlier worked for Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer?
Could Dr. Ford have spent those four days in July helping Christine Blasey Ford
compose her letter to Mrs. Feinstein? Did you know that Monica McClean’s
lawyer, one David Laufman is a former DOJ top lawyer who assisted former FBI

counter-intel chief Peter Strozk on both the Clinton and Russia investigations
before resigning in February this year — in fact, he sat in on the notorious
“unsworn” interview with Hillary in 2016. Wow! What a really small swamp
Washington is!
Of all the gin joints lawyers in all the towns in all the world, she walks in with one
from the FBI. Funny coincidence.
None of this is trivial and the matter can’t possibly rest there. Too much of it has
been unraveled by what remains of the news media. And meanwhile, of course,
there is at least one grand jury listening to testimony from the whole cast-ofcharacters behind the botched Hillary investigation and Robert Mueller’s ever
more dubious-looking Russian collusion inquiry: the aforementioned Strozk, Lisa
Page, James Comey, Andrew McCabe, Bill Priestap, et. al. I have a feeling that
these matters are now approaching critical mass with the parallel unraveling of the
Christine Blasey Ford “story.”
The Democratic Party has its fingerprints all over this, as it does with the
shenanigans over the Russia investigation. Not only do I not believe Dr. Ford’s
story; I also don’t believe she acted on her own in this shady business. What’s
happening with all these FBI and DOJ associated lawyers is an obvious circling of
the wagons. They’ve generated too much animus in the process and they’re going
to get nailed. These matters are far from over and a major battle is looming in the
countdown to the midterm elections.
The Democrats’ Russia hoax and their smearing of Judge Kavanaugh are two of
the most appalling episodes in recent political history. Are they, in some fashion,
related? I have no idea. Stay tuned.

